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Abstract
Somewhere Else
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Somewhere Else is a site-dependent, video, sound installation. Captivated by
memory, landscape and time and how they affect both the physical and psychological, I construct my artwork to reflect the liminal in-between. This artwork consists of
fragments of recollections of the different places, landscape, moments and locations
from my past. The intermittent, jarring, and distant quality of the sounds and video fill
the installation space as well as the viewers’ mental space.

Extended Artist Statement

Place holds immense power. When I am asked, “where are you from,” I find
myself fumbling for words to explain myself. I have spent half my life shuttling between
multiple countries and cultures, and always had an expiration date on my countless
visas. I am an outsider wherever I go. I am always from somewhere else. These experiences have instilled within me a pervasive sense of transience and displacement. When
leaving an old place and entering a new one, the memories of the former place linger,
which causes a blur between past and present, between a here and a there. I construct
and project this fluid and liminal in-between landscape through my work, Somewhere
Else.
My thesis work consists of fragments of recollections of the different places I
have lived. I investigate how I see these places, how they make me feel, and how I perceive them as they either deepen or are clouded by distance through time-based media.
I choose to work with this particular medium because of its additional element of duration, allowing the image to unfold over time; time becomes the medium. Somewhere
Else runs in a continuous loop, reinforcing my constant migrations. The gallery thus
becomes a space transmogrified by projections on inanimate surfaces.
I search for quiet, and sometimes unsettling places, moments, and sounds:
leaves rustling in wind, a spinning geometric shape, a hand reaching out or letting go,
and breath held while I let water flow around my body. Panoramic images of the natural
realm such as trees depict a sense of “spatial undifferentiation and departicularization,”
and “homogenization of places”1 as described by art historian and curator Miwon Kwon.
In her book One Place After Another: Site-Specific Art and Locational Identity she recognizes that “the distinction between home and elsewhere is less and less relevant in
1. Miwon Kwon, One Place After Another: Site-specific Art and Locational Identity (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2004), 157.

the constitution of the self.”2 This very notion of “homogenization of places” contributes
to my blurred sense of place. I spend time in the landscape captured, absorbing the
sounds, weather, seasons and terrain. These moving images fade in and out like memories or dreams, at once indelible and impossible to grasp.
Chris Marker’s fascination with the constructed nature of memory, as well as the
interplay between word and image makes him a strikingly significant influence for my
work. Marker’s penchant for revisiting old material and reusing it in new contexts has
close parallels to my process. His work is often described as “waking reveries.”3 Film
critic Vincent Canby notes that Marker’s work Sans Soleil, often labeled a film essay
and travelogue, “pretends to be examining the quality of contemporary life though what
he actually does is examining his own.”4 Hopping between various places across the
world, the film is structured around opposites and juxtapositions: First and Third Worlds,
happiness and sorrow, stillness and motion, past and present, reality and fantasy. The
film flits from one idea or visual association to another, and in it “we can trace the habits
of our own inner process of recollection, which condense, displace, plunge us abruptly
into forgotten recesses of our past.”5 Marker also divides himself between cameraman,
filmmaker, and “anonymous describer of his own art.”6 Like Marker, my dual identity
2. Miwon Kwon, One Place After Another: Site-specific Art and Locational Identity (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2004), 158.
3. Jonathan Rosenbaum, “Personal Effects: The Guarded Intimacy of Sans Soleil,” The
Criterion Collection, last modified June 25, 2007. https://www.criterion.com/current/
posts/484-personal-effects-the-guarded-intimacy-of-sans-soleil
4. Vincent Canby, “Film: ‘Sans Soleil,’ Views of People,” The New York Times, October
26, 1983. https://www.nytimes.com/1983/10/26/movies/film-sans-soleil-views-of-people.
html
5. Catherine Lupton, Chris Marker: Memories of the Future (London: Reaktion Books,
2006), 99.
6. Jonathan Rosenbaum, “Personal Effects: The Guarded Intimacy of Sans Soleil,” The
Criterion Collection, last modified June 25, 2007, https://www.criterion.com/current/
posts/484-personal-effects-the-guarded-intimacy-of-sans-soleil

as a spontaneous, roving camera operator and as a writer thinking and reflecting later
about what I have captured plays a crucial role in Somewhere Else. I write extensively
about the footage I have assembled for this work, and the early versions of Somewhere
Else included text, which served as a narrative and/or commentary, in a similar way to
Marker’s “idiosyncratic personal travel documentaries.”7 This writing process helps me
arrange the initial sequencing of my video. The process of writing is structured similarly to the process of video editing. I make an outline before I write. I start with an outline, which serves as a storyboard, before I edit my video. For example, in describing
a sequence of windblown curtain, I wrote, “I have been trying not to fixate on a place,
because I tend to make it a feeling as opposed to what it really is – a location.” Through
assembling and curating a selection of screenshots from my video clips, I make up a
preliminary storyboard as a structure. In this way, I recontextulize these visual materials
through writing. Unlike Marker, I eventually remove the punctuations and words from my
work: I write with sound instead.
I layer, mix, distort, reverse, and repeat ambient sounds to transport and disrupt
the visual images and to achieve a hypnagogic state—traffic noises, subway platform
broadcast, and shimmery instrumental textures. The intermittent, jarring, recurring, and
distant quality of the sounds fills the installation space as well as the viewers’ mental
space. I sometimes remember specific sounds but associate them to nothing visually.
The sound I use in my work is intended to fill the space and viewers’ minds with the
process of reminiscence.
Layering is an essential part of my editing process. The layering of imagery and
sound blurs the boundaries of reality and fantasy, forming an illusionary bridge into a
world that is both real and imaginary. This gives my work a dreamlike quality. Layering
allows me to materialize this dreamscape that contains pieces that are sharp and others
7. Catherine Lupton, Chris Marker: Memories of the Future (London: Reaktion Books,
2006), 7.

that are blurred. Having moved around so much, I sometimes question if the memories I
have of the numerous places are real or constructed.
Reality and constructed memories have a way of blurring. In addition to constructed memories, a fondness for blending reality with dreams and the subconscious
resonates throughout Japanese filmmaker and animation artist Satoshi Kon’s work. His
art investigates how modern people cope with living multiple lives: private versus public, offline versus online, waking versus dreaming. Matching images is how he links the
different worlds; it is also Kon’s most noticeable way of editing — matching scene transitions, also known as the “match cut” or “graphic match cut.” Like both Kon and Marker, I
cut parts of my video using this technique in order to link and unify all the different places and worlds. The graphically matching images and compositions create visual continuity. This process of transitioning, matching, dissolving, and blurring my three screens
evokes a sense of transience, shifting between the ethereal and realistic.
Different from most filmmakers like Kon, I bring my moving images into a
three-dimensional space through projection, installation, motion, and sound; Somewhere Else exists only when installed. The notion of “place” is central to this work,
therefore it is crucial to create a three-dimensional environment for the viewer to experience while hypnotic video sequences and soundscape surrounds them. The space is
part of the work. I edit my video recursively according to how it plays in the space. I edit
the video, bring it into the space where I intend to install the work, spend time with the
installation, and then go back to my computer to re-edit. Oftentimes things look different
from a computer screen than when projected on walls. There is a great deal of back and
forth in this process. I make my video work for the space it inhabits.
Sociologists John and Ruth Useem first coined the term “Third Culture Kid” (TCK)
in the 1950s, describing “the children of American citizens working and living abroad.”8
8. David C. Pollock and Ruth E. Van Reken, Third Culture Kids: The Experience of
Growing Up Among Worlds (London: Hodder and Stoughton General Division, 2017),
22-23.

Today, a TCK refers to someone “who has spent a significant portion of their formative years in an ethnically different culture than that of their parents.”9 This experience
develops a sense of belonging to both the “host culture” and the “home culture,” while
not having a sense of total ownership in either. Elements from both or multiple cultures
are blended, resulting in a third culture. I am a Third Culture Kid; I never quite feel like I
belong to any one particular place.
TCKs are inherently tied to the “non-places,” a theory which informs my thesis
work Somewhere Else. In an essay and book of the same title, Non-Places: Introduction
to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, written by the French anthropologist Marc Augé,
he coined the term non-place to refer to “anthropological spaces of transience,”10 spaces that are “characterized by constant transition and temporality.”11 Non-places house
people and things temporarily. Inserting my personal life experience into my art, Somewhere Else hovers ambiguously on the boundary between psychological and physical
worlds to present this in-between liminal landscape. This landscape becomes a perpetually in-transit way of life, rather than specific locations.
Everyone experiences partings and longing, but for a third culture person such
as myself, this experience is felt on a more regular and intense basis, and often with
a deeper sense of solitude. I keep a margin of emotional detachment, like a protective
sheath, in most if not all my relationships as I know I will soon move again. I experience
loss multitudes of times—not only the loss of people, but also of possessions, schools,
homes, and identities. This detachment is executed in Somewhere Else through a
number of editing methods including the synchronization of my three screens. Other
9. David C. Pollock and Ruth E. Van Reken, Third Culture Kids: The Experience of
Growing Up Among Worlds (London: Hodder and Stoughton General Division, 2017),
23.
10. Marc Augé, Non-places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity (London:
Verso, 2006), VIII.
11. Saija Benjamin and Fred Dervin, Migration, Diversity, and Education: Beyond Third
Culture Kids (Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), 88.

methods are smash cuts – abrupt transitions as if waking up from an intense dream, as
well as the “cut to black” transitions resulting in a dark installation space punctuated by
sound from multiple sources.
I am drawn to the art of Pipilotti Rist as it embodies the curiosity that drives her
ongoing exploration of physical and psychological experiences, which is parallel to my
own art practice. “I think my work is an attempt at making visible the way we feel and
exist within ourselves,”12 says Rist in an interview. In her audiovisual installation Ever
is Over All, a “video diptych,”13 there are two slow-motion projections overlapping with
no lines visible on adjacent walls. The lack of a solid edge to disassociate the two videos creates a fluid transaction and juxtaposition between her multi-channel video projections. By blending and blurring the estuaries that connect my three screens, I too
achieve a blurred and shifting sense of place. In Rist’s Administrating Eternity, she uses
veils of fabric with projections to operate as memories: “one memory folds into another;
there’s slippages in how you remember.”14 I materialize this process of recollection in
my installation, too. Rist’s signature use of vibrant and “artificially juiced”15 colors ravishes the eye evoking a kind of fugue state. My work is also visually arresting because of
its constantly changing or alternating bright and saturated colors. I choose a palette of
green, blue, yellow, and gray as they symbolize spring, summer, autumn, and winter –
the inexorable passage of time.
For the thesis exhibition, I adapted my installation, two adjacent projections and a
third staggered projection utilizing Plexiglas reflections, specifically to the gallery space.
12. Pipilotti Rist and Christopher Bedford, Pipilotti Rist, the Tender Room (Columbus,
OH: Wexner Center for the Arts, 2011), 10.
13. Thomas Micchelli, “ The Extravagant Intimacy of Pipilotti Rist,” Hyperallergic, October 29, 2016, https://hyperallergic.com/334093/the-extravagant-intimacy-of-pipilotti-rist/
14. Thomas Micchelli, “ The Extravagant Intimacy of Pipilotti Rist,” Hyperallergic, October 29, 2016, https://hyperallergic.com/334093/the-extravagant-intimacy-of-pipilotti-rist/
15. Pipilotti Rist and Christopher Bedford, Pipilotti Rist, the Tender Room (Columbus,
OH: Wexner Center for the Arts, 2011), 11.

In geometry, a corner is the point or area that is formed by the meeting and connecting of two planes. Somewhere Else as a whole in its installation form is a collective of
my non-places, which is why I project into corners. The corners contain, surround and
connect while simultaneously creating continuity within the gallery space. I also placed a
bench centrally at the edge of my projection space so that the viewers would be surrounded by the installation as much as possible and able to follow the imagery around
the full expanse from periphery to periphery.
Projected into two corners, Somewhere Else connects all the seemingly liminal
places: the non-places and the in-betweens. Viewers are enveloped in a multiplicity of
layered projected scenes, and soundscapes, surrounding them within an immersive
dimension of shifting places. Hypnotic images affect and activate the architecture of the
installation space. The fluctuating projections transform the gallery walls into a permeable environment. Certain landscape traverses the entire space causing the viewer
to travel with the visuals. The soundscape lulls the viewers into a mesmerizing state,
although the ephemeral allure of the images is sometimes contradicted by the sound.
My numerous migrations with their blurred and shifting sense of place have
formed the intent of my thesis as well as the person I am today. Fascinated by memory
and time and their effects on both physical and psychological landscapes, I make this
work to materialize the experience of an in-between liminal non-place. Through Somewhere Else, I probe and contemplate my sense of belonging, embrace the non-places,
and project the bridges and gulfs emerging between past and present, loss and longing,
heres and somewhere elses.
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